
Equipment 

Background

Standard package includes instrument, Pelican style shipping case, 
manual, battery, and AC charger
Resonance, Pitch-catch, and Mechanical Impedance modes
Auto-probe recognition and probe library
RF Impedance plane display mode
Time encoded bond profile display mode
Reference display mode
Alarm modes: Amplitude, Phase: Rectangular, elliptical or circular- 
shaped ring gates
High-speed swept frequency
Individually sizable ring gates with alarms
Compatible with probes from other manufacturers
Split-scan and Split-view

Bondascope 3100 

 

Our application lab is always busy trying to help customers solve their testing challenges. This is especially 
important in the energy sector, where tight margins have operators looking for more efficient solutions. When 
pipe sections require service, downtime and lost product can be prohibitively expensive. Many operators turn to 
composite pipe wraps to keep things flowing.

Composite pipe wrap is an economical and reliable means of increasing the service life of a given length of pipe. 
Effective wrapping solutions require a bonding layer between the composite and the pipe to prevent blowouts. 
The best way to ensure the bonding layer is intact is to implement a bond testing solution, namely the NDT 
Systems Bondascope 3100.
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APPLICATION NOTES

FIBER WRAPPED PIPE



APPLICATION NOTES

There are two distinct signatures relating to two types of flaws. The first was a delamination in the wrap layers, 
indicated by Gate 1 on the Bondascope shown below. The second was a disbond between the composite 
structure itself and the steel pipe, indicated by Gate 2 shown below. We delivered our findings to the pipe 
operator and they will be able to use this information to cut down on unnecessary repairs and focus only on areas 
that need attention.

Because of the relatively small size of this sample, scanning by hand is a quick and simple process. On larger 
pieces, automated scanning may be a more beneficial solution. The surface of the composite was somewhat 
irregular, and care to get good readings may be needed on samples with rougher, more irregular surfaces.

Technical Outline / Procedure 
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Please contact us at NDTSALES@NDTSYSTEMS.COM for information on similar applications and solutions.


